Abstract-A new resistance simulator for extraction of the parasitic parameters from VLSI layout is presented. The calculation of resistor network is based on the boundary element method (BEM). The computational results indicate that the BEM has an advantage over the finite difference method (FDM) and the finite element method (FEM). Since only discretized equations on the boundary of solved domain need to be solved, the grid number on the boundary is much smaller and mesh generation is greatly simplified. Hence the execution CPU time is reduced drastically. Besides, the BEM is powerful in dealing with complicated boundary geometry in the resistance computation. In order to treat the corners on the boundary, the concept of multiple normal derivatives at a corner is proposed. The concept is used in both continuous and partially discontinuous linear elements to increase the accuracy and reduce the number of unknowns. It is important that this concept can he generalized to higher order elements and to more complicated corners. It is also shown that a nonuniform mesh scheme is significant for the problems with some stronger singularities.
I. INTRODUCTION order to evaluate the performance of VLSI circuits, into account in the verification of the circuit simulation and the timing analysis. Since the parasitic resistance and capacitance play important roles, it is necessary to correctly extract the circuit netlist with the parasitic resistance and capacitance from VLSI layout.
A number of methods for calculating the resistance have been published. These include heuristic methods [l] and numerical methods based on solving a two-dimensional Laplace's equation with boundary conditions. Heuristic methods are not suitable for handling resistive shapes with multiple terminals or multiple resistivity regions. They perform rapidly, but the accuracy of solution is not high enough for analog circuits. The finite difference method (FDM) and the finite element method (FEM) are commonly used for numerical solution of Laplace's equation. The node elimination technique [2], [3] raises their efficiency greatly. However, to deal with a complex shape and multiple terminals, both methods require a large number of grid points. For the FEM, the generation of a mesh I"" the effects of the interconnecting RC delay must be taken is quite complicated. The boundary technique [4], [5] was formerly employed as a numerical method to calculate the distributed resistance for one or more mediums. But this early boundary technique required a fairly complicated mathematical treatment for irregular shapes and singular points.
This paper presents a new two-dimensional (2-D) resistance simulator. The boundary element method (BEM), which is similar to the boundary technique but is improved in its feasibility, is employed to solve Laplace's equation. The BEM has been widely used in electromagnetics, mechanics, and hydrodynamics. Recently, it has been used to solve 2-D capacitance for complex structures in ULSI [6]. The BEM transfers a set of differential equations in a domain into a set of integral equations on the boundary. The discretized integral equations are the only equations solved. It gives a much smaller solved equation system than that discretized by the FDM or the FEM. Therefore, the discretization of the solved equations is simplified and the calculation time and the memory space are reduced drastically. In addition, the BEM can treat complex boundary geometry without preparing tedious input data for mesh generation, so it is more efficient than the FEM. Results with higher precision can be obtained by using the BEM, because the normal electric field on the forced boundary is calculated directly by solution of the discretized BEM equations.
Section I1 presents a calculation of an equivalent resistance network for a complex shape with multiple terminals. Section I11 outlines the boundary element method and its application for calculating multiterminal resistance. The numerical procedure and the mathematical techniques employed to improve the accuracy of solution will be proposed in Section IV. In Section V, the calculation results and their comparison with the FDM's and the FEM's, together with the results of improvements for linear elements, will be presented.
11. CALCULATION OF MULTITERMINAL RESISTANCE An equivalent resistance network for an irregular planar graph with multiple terminals must be calculated. A typical resistance region is shown in Fig. 1 . Every terminal is a port in the equivalent resistance network. There is a resistor between each pair of ports. An equivalent resistance network of a P-terminal resistance region will consist of P ports and P(P -1)/2 resistors. 
A. Calculation of Equivalent Resistance Network
For a resistance region with P terminals, let I, be the total current entering the shape through terminal j and ijk be the branch current of the resistor between p o r t j and port k. Hence P lj = c ijk. 
where the potential, U , is a function of (x, y). Boundary I' consists of two kinds of boundaries, I', and r4, i.e., I' = r, + rs shown in Fig. 1. ru is the forced boundary, i.e., the port boundary. The potential on the forced boundary is constant and the current flows across the boundary. The boundary condition which is called the Dirichlet condition is
The other is the free boundary, r4, and the current along the perpendicular direction of this boundary is zero. The
Neumann condition on r4 is au q = = qo = 0 on rS.
P -1 resistance values of an equivalent network with P ports can be easily obtained if bias voltages are chosen as follows [7] :
111. BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD A direct boundary element method can be used to obtain the normal electrical field, q = au/an, on ru. Laplace's equation (4) and its mixed boundary conditions V, = 1 and v k = 0, k = I , * e * , j -1 , j + 1, * e * , P.
In this case, the total current, isfy through port k will sat-= ikj, k = 1, e . . , j -1 , j + 1, * e * , P and the resistor, Rkj, between portj and port k is In 2-D situation, the fundamental solution U* is k = 1, , j -1 , j + 1, P. where ruk is the boundary of port k , U is the electric potential, and n is the unit normal vector of the boundary. In Section 111, it is shown that & / a n can be directly obtained by solving the discretized BEM equations. It is clear that P -1 different bias voltages, i.e., P -1 solutions of the discretized BEM equations, are needed to calculate P(P -1)/2 resistors for P ports.
Since the coefficient matrix of the discretized BEM equations on the left side depends only on the geometry of the boundary, LU factorization of the direct solution method, which is the principal part of the work required to obtain a solution, is done only once.
B. Laplace's Equation and Its Boundary Conditions
A 2-D Laplace's equation and its boundary conditions in a planar domain Q, which is surrounded by the bound-
where (x,, y,) are the coordinates of the source point, S , which is located on the boundary I' and (x, y) are those of the point concerned in Fig. 2 . The application of Green's formula twice and the feature of fundamental solution u* transform (7) respectively as
where [+,I is the interpolation function row vector of element I?,, and {U,} and (4,) are column vectors defining the nodal potentials and derivatives of re respectively.
After substituting ( 1 1) and (12) into (10) and numbering the nodes on the boundary I' , (10) is written as
where N is the total nodal number on r, and \ +lL is the interpolation function of n o d e j in element rjk.
Substituting boundary conditions (5) and (6) into (13), a linear equation system written as follows is finally obtained:
where column vector x with N unknown variables consists of N , nodal derivatives du/dn on ru and N2 potentials U on r4. Sometimes, the nodes defining nodal potential and derivative are called freedom nodes [lo] . Usually only one independent variable, either the potential or its derivative, is defined at each freedom node. But in the next section it will be found that defining two or more independent variables at a particular node is necessary and possible. In that case, it is considered that there are two or more freedom nodes corresponding to the independent variables at a particular node. Generally, when the number of contact terminals, i.e., ports, is P, the bias voltages-must be set P -1 times. It means that the linear system (16) with P -1 right-hand sides should be solved. Thus it is convenient to expand both x andfof (16) to be matrices of order N X (P -1).
The number of long arithmetic operations for solving (16)
is approximately (N3/3 + (P -1) X N 2 ) .
Constant element, in which both U and du/dn are assumed to be constant in an element, is employed in our simulator. The results show that the resistance computation has very high efficiency. Sometimes, the accuracy of the results is not satisfactory in solving problems with a very complex shape and stronger singularity. Therefore two improved linear element schemes are presented for higher accuracy. They are based on a concept called multiple normal derivatives at a comer. The details will be described in the next section. is labeled solution method (d) in Section V, adopted a mesh that is discontinuous at corner because adjacent elements are not joined and two freedom nodes are left close together on either side of the comer. Although satisfactory results can be obtained, a strong linear dependence in the algebraic system will result when the double freedom nodes of a comer are too close. This idea was further developed and the discontinuous element [lo], which consists of fully and partially discontinuous element, was presented and employed in practice [6]. But this variant requires more freedom nodes than the continuous element. Double freedom nodes of the continuous element are needed, for example, when the fully discontinuous linear element is used.
IV. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
We can see that the success of the various discontinuous element schemes derives from the fact that they indirectly admit that du/dn at a comer is a vector instead of scalar. This key idea is accepted in improving the scheme of the continuous element. How to deal with corners in the continuous element will first be described. Then, the concept will be used in the partially discontinuous element [ 101 to reduce unnecessary freedom nodes.
A. Multiple Normal Derivatives at a Corner Node
The concept of multiple normal derivatives considers that several different normal derivatives exist along the corresponding normal vectors of the various adjacent elements at a comer. In fact, this is reasonable if, taking the viewpoint of mathematics or physics, the normal derivatives at a corner node are vectors defined by the normal vectors instead of scalars. For convenience of discussion, suppose the comer node is j and that there are two deriv-C n j 1 Fig. 3 . Neumann conditions on both sides. atives, qjl = au/anjl and qj2 = au/anj2, defined by normal vectors njl and nj2 of joining adjacent elements rjI and rj2 at nodej, as shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 . In addition, we define
(17)
Note that, here, the summation of Gjjl and Gij2 for forming Gjj in (15) is not calculated because nodej is located at a corner. This is the key point in our scheme. Now, we can discuss how to build up the discretized boundary element equation (16) under three combinations of Dirichlet and Neumann conditions at the corner node j . But the changes caused by using the concept of multiple normal derivatives occur only in formula (15), which forms the coefficients Gij of the normal derivatives qj = because the problem at the corners is associated with the way in which the normal derivative q = &/an of the corners, not the potential U , is treated. a) Neumann Conditions on Both Joining Sides. These conditions are on both sides, i.e., qj, = au/anj, = 0 and qj2 = au/anj2 = 0. After substituting Gjjn (k = 1, 2) into (13) directly, values Gijlqjl and Gjj2qj2 become the righthand side of (16) and vanish because of the zero Neumann conditions. Hence, calculation of Gjjk (k = 1, 2) can generally be saved.
In this case, there is only one unknown potential variable, uj, at comer nodej, which means no extra freedom node needs to be added in the solution.
b) Mixed Conditions. We suppose that r j I E ru and rj2 E r4 in Fig. 4 . Hence, the potential uj and one derivative, qj2, along nj2 are given as the boundary conditions, and the other normal derivative, qjl, along njl becomes an unknown variable, a freedom node at corner nodej. Also, no extra freedom node is needed for node j .
After calculating Gij, and Gij2 in (17) as well as substituting them into (13), Gjjl is left on the left-hand side of (16) as the coefficient of the unknown variable qjl, and the quantity Gij2qj2 is moved to the right-hand side of (16) that there are two independent variables, freedom nodes, at a nodej. Therefore, the number of freedom nodes is one more than the number of nodes defining nodal potential and derivative for the corner node j . An extraneous equation for nodej must be built up. In fact, this equation can be built up anywhere on the boundary instead of all known nodes which are located at two endpoints of every element re. For simplicity, the middle point, s, which is shown in Fig. 5 , of the element rJl is taken as a new source point of the fundamental solution U * for building up the extra equation. The coefficients and right-hand side of this equation can be calculated from formulas (14) and (15). But GS,, and GsJ -I can be formulated by integral formulas as follows:
where 1 is the size of element rJl.
Besides treatment of the extra equation, GfJl and GfJ2 from formula (17) become coefficients of the unknown variables qJ, and qJ2 in (16) for nodej.
We see that there is no extra freedom node needed at the corner formed by types a) and b), as mentioned above, and that one extra freedom node has to be adopted when a comer by type c) is met.
B. Improvement of Partially Discontinuous Linear Element
Besides the above improvement of the continuous linear element, an improved scheme of partially discontinuous linear element is employed in our simulator. Because boundary r of the planar resistor graph usually consists of piecewise-straight lines, we should and can use many continuous elements on each straight line as possible instead of discontinuous elements to reduce the number of freedom nodes. On the other hand, it is unnecessary to use the discontinuous elements at each comer as in [lo] . We use the discontinuous element only at the comer intersected by the two pieces of Dirichlet boundaries shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, we can avoid introducing unnecessary independent variables in the solution with partially discontinuous elements. For example, in Fig. 1 , the boundary r is divided into 60 linear elements. Then, 120 independent variables, freedom nodes, are introduced when using fully discontinuous elements [lo] , 81 variables when using partially discontinuous elements at all comers [lo] , and only 68 variables when using either the continuous or partially discontinuous elements presented in this paper. In consideration of computational experience, the total cost in the BEM is approximately proportional to (freedom nodes)2 when the number of freedom nodes does not exceed 100; this improvement can bring greater advantage, especially for complex boundary geometry with more corner nodes.
C. Nonuniform Mesh
After treatment of the comer nodes another problem, which can cause some singularity, should be considered. Two examples are shown in Fig. 6 ; singularity occurs at both points 0, and O2 in (a) and at 0 in (b). When the Dirichlet condition is enforced within some piecewisestraight lines of the boundary r, this singularity is introduced at the endpoints of the forced boundary because of the discontinuity of the Dirichlet condition. The behavior of the singularity in the resistance calculation will be shown in Table VI of next section. This type of singularity can occur in many scientific fields, for example, in fracture mechanics, where Motz's problem is well known [13] , and some approaches for solving the singularity have been presented [9] , [13] . A simple and efficient method for dealing with the singularity is to adopt the nonuniform mesh that gives a mesh refinement in the neighborhood of the singularity point to diminish its effect. Our solutions indicate that this performance is of significance for raising accuracy and reducing the total cost in computation. Those results will be shown in next section.
V. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
The following results illustrate that the BEM is an efficient approach for calculating the equivalent resistor network. A comparison of the results of BEM, FDM, and FEM will be shown. Also, the results, which were calculated by using constant element and discontinuous linear element to discretize boundary integral equations will be presented. The calculation program was written in the C language on a Micro-VAX workstation.
A . Comparison with the FDM
The resistor values of the equivalent networks of the The resistor networks were all calculated by using the BEM. Table I the graphs listed in Fig. 8 . Since the generation of the mesh is only on the boundary for the BEM, the number of grids is much less than for the FDM. In order to reduce the number of grids for the FDM, a nonuniform grid is employed. All the areas near the concave corner and the vertices of contact holes on the resistance domain are the refined region. The local refinement is done on these regions. The uniform grid is employed on each edge for the BEM, but on different edges the size of grid may be different. In Fig. 8 , the BEM's grid of the above graphs is presented. It is indicated that the generation of the grid is very simple. The CPU time of the BEM is only 1 / 3 to 1 /7 of the FDM's for these four graphs, as shown in Table I. According to calculation of many examples, the more complicated the graph, the greater the savings of CPU time. When the tolerance error is set to be less than 2 % , the grid number can be further reduced. Table I1 presents the grid numbers for 1 % and 2 % tolerance errors.
Since the calculation of the coefficient matrix is quite complicated in the BEM, it takes the most part of CPU time when the number of elements is not very large. In Table 111 , all parts of CPU time are listed.
B. Comparison with the FEM
An example, which was shown in [ 121, was calculated by using the BEM. In [ 121, the FEM was used to calculate Step 1: initiation.
Step 2: calculation of coefficient matrix.
Step 3: solution of algebraic system. the resistance network. The example of the same graph w i t h t w n n r i p n t a t i n n r ic c h n w n i n Fiu 4 Tf a n Prrnr n f less than 1 % was obtained, it was indicated in [ 121 that the CPU time was 12 s for the orthogonal one and 30 s for the nonorthogonal one. It took more CPU time to calculate the resistance network for the nonorthogonal graph than the orthogonal one, because many more grids are needed to guarantee the calculation accuracy. A comparison of grid numbers of the BEM and FEM is listed in Table IV . The advantage of the BEM is explicit. First the number of grids is much less than in the FEM. Second, the num-ber of grids for the nonorthogonal one is the same as for the orthogonal one with the same calculation accuracy.
A quite complicated graph, which is shown in Fig. 1 
C. Model Problem
To demonstrate the effect of multiple derivatives at a comer, results of a model problem, as shown in Fig. 10 , will be given below. Its shape and boundary conditions are so simple that the analytic answer for potential U can be easily given as u(x, y) = x/16. Hence the exact resistance value is equal to 2 when the sheet conductivity is 1.
For a clear comparison we show in Table V four solutions using (a) multiple derivatives at a corner, (b) continuous element without improvement, (c) partially discontinuous elements at all comers, and (d) discontinuous mesh with double nodes at comers. In each solution of the BEM, there are four equal linear elements on DA and CB and two equal elements on AB and DC. In this table, the maximum error of U is defined as follows
where node i is located on boundary DA or CB, U , is the numerical solution at point i, and uf the exact value. The maximum error of q and the resistor value R are similar.
The results in Table V show that method (a) is the most precise. The astonishing agreement of its solution with the exact solution demonstrates the correctness of the concept of multiple derivatives at a comer when using a continuous linear element. In addition, it can be seen that only 12 freedom nodes are used for methods (a) and (b) in the discretization mentioned above, but 16 for methods (c) and (d). Although methods (c) and (d) can give resistance values with sufficient precision, method (a) is the most attractive because of its very high precision and small number of freedom nodes. A shortcoming of method (d) should be pointed out, namely that very strong linear dependence, which may cause distortion of the solution, will be induced in the algebraic system when the double nodes at comers are too close.
D. Example with Singularity
We will, by the example in Fig. 6(b) , show that the simulator using the concept of multiple derivatives and nonuniform mesh is successful in resistance computation with singularity. First, an illustration of singularity near point 0 is given, in Table VI, Table VI , and point D is selected as the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y). It can be seen clearly from Table VI that the change of the normal derivative du/dy in the neighborhood of point 0 on OE is drastic. Therefore, a nonuniform mesh is necessary for higher accuracy and lower CPU time, especially in the resistance calculation with stronger singularity. The resistance value of this resistor can be obtained as 1.4686 in a nonuniform mesh using the improved continuous linear element, the number of freedom nodes and the CPU time being 60 and 20 s respectively. But a resistance value of 1.4679 is obtained by a uniform mesh on every edge with 167 unknowns and a CPU time of 262 s.
The effect of a nonuniform mesh at comers is investigated. First we employ a nonuniform mesh in two joining adjacent unit segments at the singular point 0 and the four comers A, B, C , and D identically. In each segment on which a nonuniform mesh is used, the size of the largest element is 0.5, and the smallest one, 0.001. The rate of two adjacent elements must not exceed 3, as illustrated in parts (c) and (d) of Fig. 6 . This relatively precise resistance value is treated as a standard value and is written as R*. Then mesh in the neighborhood of point 0 is fixed but the size of the smallest element in the neighborhood of four corners is enlarged from 0.001 to 1 .O step by step.
Ri expresses a resistance value when the size of the smallest element in the mesh near four corners is 1 / 10'. The results is shown in Table VII . We can see from Table VI1 that the effect of a nonuniform mesh at the neighborhood of the comers is very small. Also the above results indicate that the solution accuracy obtained by using a nonuniform mesh only in the neighborhood of the singular point 0 is sufficient for practical purposes. Therefore, it is unnecessary in general to use a nonuniform mesh near corners.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A resistance simulator using the BEM has been developed. The concept of multiple normal derivatives of a comer for improving the precision of the solution in treating the corners is presented. In our simulator two important improvements, which are based on the above concept, for the linear element have been implemented. First we improve the continuous linear element. Second, an improved partially discontinuous linear element scheme, in which no unnecessary normal derivative freedom is introduced, is implemented. Using this concept introduces an almost exact numerical result for a model problem. It should be stressed that these improvements can be generalized to higher order elements and to corners formed by more than two pieces of curves. It is obvious that our approach can also be applied to nonzero Neumann condition. In addition, a nonuniform mesh scheme is signif-
